Neuroplasticity for spontaneous functional recovery after neonatal hypoxic ischemic brain injury in rats observed by functional MRI and diffusion tensor imaging.
For infants and children, an incredible resilience from injury is often observed. There is growing evidence that functional recovery after brain injury might well be a consequence of the reorganization of the neural network as a process of neuroplasticity. We demonstrate the presence of neuroplasticity at work in spontaneous recovery after neonatal hypoxic ischemic (HI) injury, by elucidating a precise picture in which such reorganization takes place using functional MRI techniques. For all 12 siblings, 6 rats were subjected to severe HI brain injury and 6 rats underwent sham operation only. Severe HI brain injury was induced to postnatal day 7 (p7) Sprague-Dawley rats according to the Rice-Vannucci model (right carotid artery occlusion followed by 150min of hypoxia with 8% O2 and 92% of N2). Brain activation maps along with anatomical and functional connectivity maps related to the sensory motor function were obtained at adult (p63) using blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)-functional MRI (fMRI), resting state-functional MRI (rs-fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI); each of these MRI data was related to sensory motor functional outcome. In-depth investigation of the functional MRI data revealed: 1) intra-hemispheric expansion of BOLD signal activation in the contralesional undamaged hemisphere for ipsilesional forepaw stimuli to include the M2 and Cg1 in addition to the S1 and M1 wide spreading in the anterior and posterior directions, 2) inter-hemispheric transfer of BOLD signal activation for contralesional forepaw stimuli, normally routed to the injured hemisphere, to analogous sites in the contralesional undamaged hemisphere, localized newly to the M1 and M2 with a reduced portion of the S1, 3) inter-hemispheric axonal disconnection and axonal rewiring within the undamaged hemisphere as shown through DTI, and 4) increased functional interactions within the cingulate gyrus in the HI injured rats as shown through rs-fMRI. The BOLD signal amplitudes as well as DTI and rs-fMRI data well correlate with behavioral tests (tape to remove). We found that function normally utilizing what would be the injured hemisphere is transferred to the uninjured hemisphere, and functionality of the uninjured hemisphere remains not untouched but is also rewired in an expansion corresponding to the newly formed sensorimotor function from both the contralesional and the ipsilesional sides. The conclusion drawn from the data in our current study is that enhanced motor function in the contralesional hemisphere governs both the normal and damaged sides, indicating that active plasticity with brain laterality was spontaneously generated to overcome functional loss and established autonomously through normal experience via modification of neural circuitry for neonatal HI injured brain.